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Site Visit Report 

Site: Project Khelwadi by Parivartan Sanstha in villages of Mokhada Taluka (Palghar District,             
Maharashtra) 

Date: 9th July 2017 

Visit by: Amit Jagtap, Ashwini Patil 

Facilitated by – Ms. Varsha Parchure and volunteer team of Mahila Parivartan Sanstha (Pandu, Bhaskar,               
Bhau, Devram, Bhagwan and others) 

Background: 

Varsha tai is a hardcore social worker and has burning desire for welfare of the society. She has worked                   
with some NGOs in the past however her desire and vision for doing something good for under                 
privileged community made her to work independently and start her own institute which could be a                
platform for social awareness and welfare of the rural population of the Mokhada Taluka. 

Mokhada belongs to a typical rural part of Maharashtra which carries a bad name for child                
malnourishment and newborn deaths.  

Majority of the population here is poor having either a very small piece of land or landless. They are                   
completely dependent on the monsoon for their crops and they manage to take only one crop                
throughout the year of rice, ragi and some cereals. 

After monsoon season, the people over here are forced to migrate to nearby cities as daily wagers,                 
where they work for 7-8 months till the next monsoon arrives.  

There are several schemes, ‘Government of India’ has for welfare of rural population but illiteracy,               
ignorance of people and most importantly corruption by local politicians starves these people from the               
benefits. Only a small set of people take advantage of all the government schemes and thus the benefits                  
don’t reach out to deserving lot. 

The education system here is in a pathetic state and extreme poverty, ignorance and illiteracy make it                  
even more difficult for children to get educated and make professional career. Schools here lack               
teachers and basic facilities such as electricity which makes the situation even worse for students. This                
particular situation makes platform like ‘Khelwadi’ very much important. 

As per Varsha tai, the basic aim of the Khelwadi is to  

i. Provide encouragement to education through toys, child friendly educational tools 
ii. Encourage artistic behaviors through drawing, crafts & 
iii. Personal development through various site visits, campaigns, Bal-Jatras, (summer camps,          

etc.) 



After meeting the volunteer team of Varsha tai and the children from Khelwadis, I am completely                
convinced for their success of all the three aspects. The project has been a great success for all the three                    
aspects.  

Through discussions with Varsha    
tai, I sensed another agenda of      
Varsha Tai (through Khelwadis    
of course) and that is to develop       
a strong team of Bal-Mitras     
(Volunteers) who are educated    
but not aware of their potential.      
Empower them with knowledge    
and skills, make them aware of      
all Government (GOVT) schemes    
and aspire them to take full      
advantage of the schemes for     
their villages and local people     
thus transform them into    

responsible citizen who can change the next generation and transform the region into a xxxxx.  

I also interacted with many Balmitras. They are very much efficient and enthusiastic. They are very                
happy to be part of this organization. Most of them are highly educated with Masters Degree in                 
education. They shared their views with us, that they didn’t have enough confidence prior to joining                
Khelwadis. But these Khelwadis and other projects helped them gain their confidence and they are               
interacting with people at different levels much comfortably now. 

The Khelwadis are such a hit in the areas that parents are very much willing to send their children to                    
Khel wadi everyday and really trust the ‘Bal-mitras’ as their own community people. This gives strategic                
advantage to the volunteers to spread awareness in various aspects like the education, Govt. schemes,               
hygiene, and good social practices in the villages they work. This could have been an impossible task as                  
the outsiders don’t get any support from local people here. 

Interestingly the ultimate aim of the ‘Khelwadi’ is to integrate their teaching techniques/tools in the               
educational system, develop generation of young leaders through ‘Bal-mitras’ to create a robust social              
system. Once these targets are achieved, Varsha tai wants to close down the Khelwadis as she aims to                  
achieve bigger target of social upliftment and she is using Khelwadi just as a tool/means to achive the                  
greater goal. 

Visit details 

yself, alongwith my wife Ashwini travelled       
to Mokhada from Thane. The distance was       
only around 100 miles however tougher      
terrain and hilly region made the travel of        
4.5 hours for one side journey. 

Presently Varsha tai is running total of 34        
Khelwadis with the help of around 17       



‘Bal-Mitras’ in around 17 hamlets of the area. I also got to know that 13 out of these are sponsored by                     
‘Asha’ Foundation. 

 

We visited two Khelwadis, first in the ‘Dhamodi’ Hamlet.  

Khelwadi of Dhamodi is run by      
Devram (Bal-mitra). There is no     
permanent place for khelwadi, the     
Khelwadi is run in the veranda of a        
temple in the Hamlet. Whenever     
the place is not available, the      
Khelwadi functions at some other     
locations like roadside, beneath    
tree or even at Devram’s home.      
There were around 25-30 children     
in this Khelwadi, all enjoying their      
own group activity. Within each     
khelwadi, the balmitra has made     

4-5 groups of the children based on the ages. The typical age group of the Khelwadi was 6-10 years with                    
some exceptions. 

The next Khelwadi we visited was in       
Bramhanpada village. Here the    
Khelwadi is being run now in a school        
campus. Whenever this place is not      
available, the khelwadi is run at the       
Bal-mitra’s home. 

This Khelwadi has around 30-35     
children and was much better     
equipped as compared to the earlier      
one. The rest all characteristics     
remains the same for both Khelwadis. 

 

I could see, the children were full of enthusiasm and          
very much curious to meet us. They were very much          
happy to welcome us. We were greeted with local floral          
bouquets made by the children and handmade greeting        
cards along with the craft article by children. 

We spoke to children here. Asked their names, asked         
about their interests. Their experiences in visits arranged        
by Khelwadi. The factors they like most in Khelwadi.         
Students also performed dance, Yoga demo for us. They         



also demonstrated some educational tools. The response from children was very encouraging. 

 

In their routine exercise, Khelwadi starts with prayers, Yoga, educational games, folk songs,             
craft/drawing activities. The children were extremely participative and artistic in nature. They have             
prepared some very beautiful crafts works, drawings and Greeting cards from waste papers.  

 

The team of Bal-mitras have prepared most of the         
educational tools on their own.  

  

The dominos and other material also has       
been handmade. The material is being      
shared across different groups and thus      
gets exchanged through many hands and      
that’s how it’s getting fast deteriorated. 

  

 

I could see some printed and ready       made material as well, but considering      
the strength of children that looks      insufficient to me.  



  

 

For personal development, Varsha tai has arranged for visits to Local collector office, Police stations,               
Post office to make the children understand about the bigger world and opportunities. Parivartan              
Sanstha has also arranged ‘Bal-Jatra’ a kind of Summer camp and an annual get together for all these                  
children from 34 Khelwadis to come together and meet each other, witness the skills of other children                 
and thereby enrich themselves with more knowledge and experience. 

Students were bold when it came to speaking about the Khelwadis and their experiences (This is a                 
particular success of Khelwadi, transforming shy kids into confident ones). The children were happy to               
the extent that they loved Khelwadi more than their schools.  

Sanstha also arranges for short snacks to these children once          in 
a week such as biscuits, fruits, sandwiches, etc. 

 

Tree Plantation. 

 



Varsha tai also arranged a massive drive of planting 750 saplings by children of Khelwadi. She has also                  
drawn interest of the children by giving them a challenge of nurturing the plant for next one year. Those                   
children who successfully nurture plants for one year will get special reward. This type of activity                
develops students for brighter tomorrow. 

  



Bal Jatra 

The annual get together of all Khelwadis is called Bal-Jatra. Here all children come together to perform                 
dance, plays, have competitions and many more things. 
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Recommendation: 

The institute is very much thankful to ‘Asha’ for all the help and its only because of Asha the number of 
Khelwadis have gone beyond 30. 

All the help provided by Asha is being utilized in a right manner. The children-balmitras are being 
developed for better tomorrow. 

However, much more work is needed to bring these children in mainstream of development and for that 
We urge Asha to continue with their help and support. 

We would also recommend that other projects of Parivartan Sanstha which are aiming for developing 
better society but struggling because of funds should also be supported. 

There are some more needs of Khelwadis that I can see, and those are Printed/laminated study material, 
stationery for arts/crafts work, clothes to the children, their hygiene and if possible more frequent 
nutritious food to the children. 

We appreciate the Nobel cause that ‘Asha’ is supporting and would like to thank ‘Asha’ for giving us an 
opportunity  to visit this remote place and learn about the honorable work that Asha is doing through 
Parivartan Sanstha.  



Annexure: 

Other Projects: 

We also visited some other other projects by the institute which have been accomplished with the help                 
of other donors, and well wishers 

1. Underground embankment for water catchment in Ghanwal 

With the help of other sponosrs, Institute has built an underground embankment of ground water at                
village Ghanwal. With his the adjoining well can provide water throughout the year.  

 

 
2. Solar based water pumping in Jambhul matha 

Jambhul matha solar pump based water tank, where they         
have installed a solar water pump at the base of the hill and             
water is being pumped up the hill by solar energy to provide            
water to approximately 90 households. The people would        
have to climb up-down approximately 2 kms for fetches         
water in summer season. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3. Blouse stitching unit at Hirve 
Institute has commissioned a blouse stitching unit for local women at Hirve. The unit has been                
doing very good and has recently received some bulk orders from leading brand. 

 

4. Nilmati- Farm water pool 
Institute has helped local people in Nilmati village to build a Farm-water pool which can store                
water upto a 100 thousand litres and can be used for farming. 

 

  


